Probing the sequence specificity of RNA ligase 10C with various substrate combinations. The PPP-RNA substrates and the RNA-OH substrates are shown in red and blue, respectively. The data are the mean of 3 replicates ± SD and were fit to first-order kinetics Y=Y f (1-e -kt ) with Y f =final yield and k=k obs . The arrow represents the site of ligation and the complementary splint required for the reaction is omitted for clarity. a) Single nucleotide changes next to the ligation site. The C↓G substrates are the original two sequences that were used in the selection and evolution of RNA ligase 10C. Rates of ligation (k obs ) ranged from 0.12 ± 0.01 h -1 for U↓G to 0.85 ±0.05 h -1 for A↓G. While not all theoretically possible substrate nucleotide combinations were tested, the combination U↓A is likely to have the lowest reaction rate. This rate can be estimated by multiplying the k obs (U↓G) by the fraction of k obs (C↓A) / k obs (C↓G) which yields an approximate value of 0.085 h -1 , assuming that the reaction rate contributions from nucleotides on both sides of the ligation site are independent. b) Change of whole sequence of ligation substrates. Progress of ligation is shown for combinations of the original substrate sequences used during the selection and evolution of ligase 10C (solid gray line) and substrate sequences that are completely unrelated, but have the same length and GC content (dashed lines). For detailed sequence information see Table S1 .
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